OPEN MEETING
REGULAR MEETING OF THE UNITED LAGUNA WOODS MUTUAL
GOVERNING DOCUMENTS REVIEW COMMITTEE
Monday, January 22, 2018 – 2:00 p.m.
Laguna Woods Village Community Center, Sycamore Room
24351 El Toro Road, Laguna Woods, CA 92637
NOTICE & AGENDA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Call to Order
Acknowledgment of Media
Approval of the Agenda
Approval of the Report from November 27, 2017
Chair’s Remarks
Member Comments (Items Not on the Agenda)
Department Head Update

Consent:
All matters listed under the Consent Calendar are considered routine and/or
informational and will be enacted by the Committee by one motion. In the event that an
item is removed from the Consent Calendar by members of the Committee, such
item(s) shall be the subject of further discussion and action by the Committee.
None
Reports:
8. Review Common Area Meeting and Solicitation Rules
9. Review Co-Occupants Definitions/Enforcement
10. Review Report Showing Individuals Used as a Guarantor for Multiple Properties
Items for Discussion and Consideration:
11. Entertain a Motion to Approve a Trust Procedure and Communication Piece
12. Entertain a Motion to Approve a Resolution for Directors’ Access to Corporate
Books and Records

United Mutual Governing Documents
January 22, 2017
Concluding Business:
13. Committee Member Comments
14. Future Agenda Items
 Review of Updated Resale Documents
 Review and Discuss Current Election Guidelines
 Investors as Purchasers
15. Next meeting date is on February 26, 2018
16. Adjournment
Juanita Skillman, Chair
Betty Parker and Lori Moss, Staff Officer(s)
Telephone: 268-2383
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UNITED LAGUNA WOODS MUTUAL
COMMON AREA MEETING & SOLICITATION RULES
Effective ___________, 2018
It is the intent of the California Legislature to ensure that members and residents of
UNITED LAGUNA WOODS MUTUAL (“United”) have the ability to exercise their rights
under law to peacefully assemble and freely communicate with one another and with
others with respect to common interest development living or for social, political, or
educational purposes. In accordance with applicable law, the following rules have been
approved and adopted by United’s Board of Directors. (Civil Code § 4515.)
1.1.

Any member or resident of United, in Good Standing, shall be permitted to
peacefully assemble or meet with other members, residents, and their invitees or
guests during reasonable hours, as determined by the Board of Directors, and in
a reasonable manner for purposes relating to common interest development
living, United elections, legislation, election to public office, or the initiative,
referendum, or recall processes.
1.1.1. “Good Standing” shall describe those members who are current in the
payment of Carrying Charges, fees, and fines, and who are not in violation
of the Governing Documents. Members who are more than thirty (30) days
delinquent in the payment of their Carrying Charges, fees or fines, or have
been found in violation of the Governing Documents, following notice and
hearing as described in the Bylaws, shall be in Good Standing only at
such time as all Carrying Charges, fees and fines are paid, and any
violations of the Governing Documents are cured. If a member is not in
Good Standing, his/her residents shall also be deemed not in Good
Standing.

1.2.

Any member or resident of United, in Good Standing, shall be permitted to invite
public officials, candidates for public office, or representatives of homeowner
organizations to meet with members, residents, and their invitees or guests and
speak on matters of public interest.

1.3.

Any member or resident of United shall be permitted to use United’s common
area or, with the consent of the member, the area of a separate interest, for an
assembly or meeting described in paragraph 1.1 or 1.2 when that common area
is suitable, as determined by the Board of Directors, considering various factors,
including, but not limited to, proximity to adjacent units, size, number of persons
gathering, time of day, etc.
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A “common area meeting space” is defined as any common areas open and
available and suitable, within United (i.e., non-GRF facilities) for peacefully
assembling or meeting.
1.3.1. Although the member or resident will not be required to make a security
deposit or pay a fee for use of the common area, the member shall
reimburse United for any and all costs incurred to clean the common area
meeting space.
1.3.2. Although the member or resident will not be required to make a security
deposit or pay a fee for use of the common area, the member shall
reimburse United for any and all costs incurred to repair damage to the
common area meeting space caused by the member, resident or their
invitees (including but not limited to persons listed in paragraph 1.2
above).
1.3.3. Reservation of the common area meeting space by members and
residents is granted on a first-come, first-served basis. If the common area
space has been reserved by another member or resident on the date and
time requested for use by a member or resident under this policy, the
member must choose another, available date and time or should
otherwise find another location for the meeting.
1.3.4. Use of the common area as a meeting space by members and residents
will be limited to a maximum of three (3) hours per day, subject to the days
and hours described in paragraphs 1.7 and 1.8 below.
1.4.

A member or resident shall not be required to pay a fee, make a deposit, obtain
liability insurance, or pay the premium or deductible on United’s insurance policy,
in order to use a common area for the activities described in paragraphs 1.1, 1.2
and 1.3 above.

1.5.

Any member or resident of United shall be permitted to canvass and petition
United’s members, Board of Directors, and residents for the activities described
in paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2 at reasonable hours and in a reasonable manner.
1.5.1. If such solicitation is done by such member or resident going door-to-door,
the member/resident’s conduct shall be respectful and courteous. Willful
or negligent activity or communication, including words, sounds, and
gestures, which could be or are interpreted to be loud, obnoxious,
offensive, a nuisance, an annoyance, or a threat, is strictly prohibited.
1.5.2. Any member or resident who wishes to canvass or petition within United
must display or wear an identification badge at all times while conducting
said activities within the community. An identification badge will be issued
to members and residents through VMS.
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1.5.3. Written solicitation shall not be posted on exterior doors or mailboxes or
left in the common areas. Written solicitation may only be delivered by
hand delivery or by mail or electronic communication.
1.6.

Any member or resident of United shall be permitted to distribute or circulate,
without prior permission, information about common interest development living,
United elections, legislation, election to public office, or the initiative, referendum,
or recall processes, or other issues of concern to members and residents at
reasonable hours and in a reasonable manner.

1.7.

For purposes of this policy, “reasonable hours” shall mean between 10:00 a.m.
and 8:00 p.m.

1.8.

For purposes of this policy, “reasonable manner” shall mean that such activity or
conduct shall be conducted only Monday through Saturday, not Sunday, during
the hours set forth in Section 1.7, and shall not create a nuisance in the
community or otherwise annoy, harass, threaten or intimidate other members,
residents or their guests.
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MEMORANDUM
______________________________________________________________________
To:
United Laguna Woods Mutual Board of Directors
From: Francis Rangel, Operations Manager
Date: January 22, 2018
Re: Violations by Occupants
_____________________________________________________________________
The Compliance Division had 403 active disciplinary cases for the month of December.
Below is a breakdown of violations created by occupants:
Status
Occupant/Lessee
Owner/Occupant
Grand Total

Qty
86
317
403

Below is a breakdown by the type of violation:
Occupant/
Allegation
Lessee
Abandoned Vehicle:
4
Alteration Maintenance:
Animal Nuisance:
2
Assessment Delinquency: Balcony Clutter:
2
Breezeway Clutter:
3
Carport Clutter:
13
Common Area Clutter:
3
Illegal Occupancy
14
Interior Clutter:
2
Landscape:
9
Maintenance:
2
Nuisance:
5
Short Term Rentals:
3
Smoking Policy:
2
Traffic Violations:
4
Patio Clutter:
10
Unauthorized Alteration:
7
Vehicle Oil:
1
Grand Total:
86

Owner
8
4
1
6
13
9
29
22
65
9
33
1
19
2
19
14
25
36
2
317

Total
12
4
3
6
15
12
42
25
79
11
42
3
24
5
21
18
35
43
3
403
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MEMORANDUM
______________________________________________________________________________
To: United Governing Documents Review Committee
From: Pamela Bashline
Date: January 22, 2018
Re: Individuals Used as Guarantors for Multiple Properties
______________________________________________________________________________
As of January 16, 2018:
There is one Guarantor who is Guarantor for four units.
There are five Guarantors who are Guarantors for three units.
There are 21 Guarantors who are Guarantors for two units.
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ADDENDUM TO OCCUPANCY AGREEMENT
TRUSTEE MEMBERSHIP

United Laguna Woods Mutual
Laguna Woods, California

1. IDENTIFICATION

Unit No.:

Date of Occupancy
Agreement:

Date of Declaration of Trust
or Order Establishing Trust
(Attach Certificate of Trust)*:

Trustee Member **:
Current Beneficiary **:

2. MODIFICATION OF RECITAL (CIRCLE ONE)
A. The Current Beneficiary has a bona fide intention to reside in the described dwelling unit and the Trustee has
a bona fide intention to permit that residency; OR
A.B.
The Current Beneficiary is subletting the dwelling unit, as approved by the United Board of Directors, and
the Trustee has a bona fide intention to permit that sublease..
3. MODIFICATION OF GENERAL CONDITIONS
A. The current Beneficiary guarantees the performance of all obligations of the Trustee Member and agrees to
abide by all of the provisions of the General Conditions of the Occupancy Agreement as if the Current
Beneficiary were the Member.
B. Only the person treated as the beneficial owner of the trust for federal income tax purposes under Section
671 et seq. of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or any successive provision) and approved for
membership and such persons as would be permitted to reside in the manor if title were held by that
beneficial owner will be permitted to reside in the manor.
C. Within a reasonable time after the trust ceases to be one of which the Current Beneficiary or any other person
approved for membership is treated as the beneficial owner of the trust for income tax purposes under
Section 671 et seq. of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or any successive provision), the Trustee shall
transfer the membership either to an individual approved for membership or to the trustee of a qualified trust.

By signing below I (we) have read and understand and
agree to this Addendum to Occupancy Agreement, which
shall be incorporated into and made part of the Occupancy
Agreement entered into between United Laguna Woods
Mutual and the undersigned.
__________________________________________
Current Beneficiary

________________________________________
Trustee
________________________________________
Trustee

__________________________________________
Current Beneficiary
__________________________________________
Date

* Must attach Certificate of Trust
** If more than one Trustee Member or more than one Beneficiary, then each must sign the addendum.
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REQUEST FOR TRANSFER OR
CHANGE OF MEMBERSHIP

UNITED

MANOR ADDRESS
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

To: United Laguna Woods Mutual Board of Directors
A request has been made to transfer or change the
membership vesting on the Corporation’s records for the
following reasons:

UNITED STOCK SERIES
UNITED CERTIFICATE NO.

1-

ID CARDS
RETURNED?

☐YES ☐ NO

EZPAY?

☐YES ☐ NO

MAIL CERTIFICATE?

☐YES ☐ NO

☐ Add member(s):

Paid Transfer Fee –

☐Check
☐Cash

☐ Remove member(s):

NOTES:

☐

Transfer to a Revocable Living Trust (Certificate of Trust
enclosed)

☐ Death of member(s):

ADDRESS:

☐ Must re-qualify membership: financial, occupancy & age
☐ Name change:
☐ Other:
The requested vesting will read as follows:

PHONE NO:

EMAIL:

ACKNOWLEDGMENT BY MEMBER(S)
I (we) have read and understand the above statements and agree that they are true and correct.
Member Signature

Member Signature

Member Signature

Member Signature

Date
APPROVAL BY COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
The Community Services Department has reviewed the transfer request. The proposed Transferees meet the
membership requirements of the Mutual (age, financial & occupancy), and approval of the request is recommended.
Membership Counselor

Date

ACTION BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
APPLICATION DENIED
APPLICATION APPROVED
The Board of Directors of United Laguna Woods Mutual
The Board of Directors of United Laguna Woods Mutual
has reviewed this application. Based on the information
has reviewed this application. Based on the information
provided, the application is denied.
provided, the application is approved.
SIGNATURE
SIGNATURE
SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

Date:
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MANOR NUMBER:

UNITED LAGUNA WOODS MUTUAL
IMPORTANT INFORMATION (TRANSFERS)
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
Initial(s)

Laguna Woods Village isYou are moving into an independent-lifestyle & age-restricted community (as defined by
California Civil Code §51.3) that does not provide any form of healthcare or assisted living. Each resident is
responsible for his/her own care and welfare.
Appearance of the community is important, and residents are required to keep their balconies, patios, walkways,
and carports free from clutter.
When moving into the community, residents are asked to break down and stack moving boxes next to trash
dumpsters or at curbside for routine pick-up. Please be advised that there are weight and volume restrictions. A
call to Resident Services at (949) 597-4600 can arrange to have excessive moving material hauled away as a
chargeable service. When moving out of the community, the seller is responsible for hauling away excessive
materials/furniture.
Members are required to check with the Manor Alterations Department before making any structural or landscape
alteration. Please contact Manor Alterations Department at (949) 597-4616. Contractors’ trash must not be put into
community dumpsters.
Please note the following residency restrictions:
Relatives and other guests may stay overnight for a total of 60 days in any 12-month period. Relatives and guests
may not stay in a resident’s home during the absence of the resident.
Written Board approval is required for all persons wishing to reside in the community. Contact Community Services
at (949) 597-4369 before any change in residency status.
The maximum number of persons allowed to occupy a manor is equal to the number of original construction
bedrooms plus one. There is an additional monthly fee for the 3rd occupant.
Co-operative manors may not be subleased unless approved in writing by the Board and for no more than twelve
months and not less than thirty days.
In Cooperatives, the Mutual is billed directly from the Tax Assessor and the Member reimburses the Mutual through
monthly assessments. Tax impound account added to monthly assessments. Members of stock cooperatives are
cautioned to prepare for property tax increases in monthly assessments.

I/We, the undersigned, have read the above and agree to comply with the rules of this community.
Signature

Print Name

Date

Signature

Date

Print Name

Community Services – Revised 10-21-2016
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I RECOMMEND DELETING THIS FORM
STOCK ASSIGNMENT SEPARATE FROM CERTIFICATE
For value received, the undersigned hereby sell, assign and transfer to

------------ ONE MEMBERSHIP ------------

represented by the within Certificate, and do hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint
_____

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

_____ attorney to transfer the said

Membership on the books of the within-named Corporation with full power of substitution in the premises.

Dated: ___________________
Signature witnessed by:

________________________________________
Signature / Printed Name

_______________________________________________
Signature of Corporate Representative / Printed Name

________________________________________
Signature / Printed Name

SIGNATURE GUARANTEES
Name of Guarantor (print) _________________________________

Medallion Imprint

Bank or Company _______________________________________

Signature ______________________________________________

Dated _______________

NOTICE:
Signature(s) to this assignment must correspond with the name(s) as written upon the face of the Certificate in
every particular without alteration or enlargement or any change whatsoever.
Signature(s) to this assignment may be affixed in the presence of a representative of the Corporation; otherwise,
signature(s) may also be affixed if guaranteed by an attorney, a banker, an escrow officer or stock broker.
Notarization of signature(s) to this document is also sufficient and acceptable, and in such cases, the
Corporation will recognize the authority of the signer. The Notary Public Acknowledgement must accompany this
assignment.
Assignments separate from the Certificate may be executed according to the restrictions noted above.
If the Certificate is executed by the Member’s Attorney in Fact, the Power of Attorney is made a part of this
assignment, and must accompany the Certificate together with proof that the principal is still living.
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PLEASE USE BLACK INK

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

UNIT NO. AND ADDRESS:

UNITED LAGUNA WOODS MUTUAL

LIST MEMBERS’ NAMES EXACTLY AS THEY WILL APPEAR ON MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE AND OCCUPANCY AGREEMENT
PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION
APPL #

TITLE

1

☐MR.
☐MISS

☐MRS.
☐MS.

2

☐MR.
☐MISS

☐MRS.
☐MS.

APPL #

ATTACH AGE VERIFICATION FOR ALL APPLICANTS

DATE OF BIRTH

LAST NAME

MARITAL STATUS

FIRST NAME

TO RESIDE?

MIDDLE

CHECK ONE MEMBER ONLY FOR
PAYMENT/SERVICES RESPONSIBILITY
MANOR
CHARGEABLE
TAXES*
PAYMENTS
SERVICES

FOR BUSINESS OFFICE USE ONLY

SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER

PHONE NUMBER

1

☐ MARRIED
☐ SINGLE

☐ UNMARRIED
☐ WIDOWED

☐ YES ☐ NO

☐

☐

☐

-

-

(

)

-

2

☐ MARRIED
☐ SINGLE

☐ UNMARRIED
☐ WIDOWED

☐ YES ☐ NO

☐

☐

☐

-

-

(

)

-

* ENTER A CHECKMARK FOR THE OWNER RESPONSIBLE FOR INCOME TAX REPORTING – ONLY ONE PERSON MAY BE RESPONSIBLE - THIS IS REQUIRED BY FEDERAL LAW

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY – NOTIFY
RELATIONSHIP

NAME

TELEPHONE NO.

1

(

)

-

2

(

)

-

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS AND AFFIRMATIONS
I agree that I will be responsible for the care and maintenance of any alterations made previously or that I may make in the future.
UNITED APPLICANTS

I agree that I will be responsible for the monthly assessment payments; and I will comply with all the governing rules of the United Mutual and
Golden Rain Foundation. I have received the notice informing me of the possible existence of asbestos in certain buildings.

I SWEAR, UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY, THAT THE INFORMATION
PROVIDED IN THIS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION IS TRUE AND CORRECT

IMPORTANT – BILLING ADDRESS INFORMATION
APPLICANT 1 OUTSIDE BILLING ADDRESS (if different from manor address)

APPLICANT SIGNATURE

DATE

APPLICANT SIGNATURE

DATE

APPLICANT 2 OUTSIDE BILLING ADDRESS (if different from manor address)

READ REVERSE SIDE OF MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
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Director Request for Access to Corporate Books, Records And Documents
Current directors serving on the Board of Directors of United Laguna Woods Mutual have the “absolute right” to
inspect and copy all books, records and documents of every kind and to inspect the physical properties of
United Laguna Woods Mutual (“Corporation”), provided same is done at a reasonable time. (Corporations Code
§ 8334.) However, the manner and extent of the director’s inspection and copying rights may be subject to
reasonable regulations based on balancing the interests of the Corporation and its Members and employees,
including privacy and other Constitutional rights, as well as those rights of the director to inspect Corporation
documents on just and proper conditions, including avoiding conflicts of interest. (Chantiles v. Lake Forest II
Homeowners Association, 37 Cal.App.4th 914 (1995); Corporations Code § 8336.)
I request the following:
_____ Review/inspect corporate books, records and documents
_____ Copy corporate books, records and documents
Records/documents from date(s): (from) _____________, 20_____ (to) _____________, 20_____
The records/documents that I request are:
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
My purpose in asking to inspect/copy the foregoing records/documents is:
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Member/Director Name: ____________________________________
Address: ________________________________________
Mailing Address (If address is different): __________________________________
Telephone Number: ________________________________________
I understand that the Corporation may request clarification of my request. Such clarification may require
dialogue between the Managing Agent and me, which may impact the date on which my request becomes
active. I understand that it is up to me to arrange for a copy service if I want copies, or I may request that the
Managing Agent make copies.
I acknowledge and agree the corporate books, records and documents, and any information from them, may
not be sold, used for a commercial purpose, or used for any other purpose not reasonably related to my
interests as a Director of the Corporation. I agree to keep the corporate books, records and documents, and
any information from them confidential and agree to return the corporate books, records and documents to
the Managing Agent at the end of my term as a director.
I understand that legal action may be brought against me for injunctive relief and for actual damages to the
Corporation caused by a violation of the foregoing.

Signature: _______________________________________________
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Director Request for Access to Corporate Books, Records And Documents
Current directors serving on the Board of Directors of United Laguna Woods Mutual have the “absolute right” to
inspect and copy all books, records and documents of every kind and to inspect the physical properties of
United Laguna Woods Mutual (“Corporation”), provided same is done at a reasonable time. (Corporations Code
§ 8334.) However, the manner and extent of the director’s inspection and copying rights may be subject to
reasonable regulations based on balancing the interests of the Corporation and its Members and employees,
including privacy and other Constitutional rights, as well as those rights of the director to inspect Corporation
documents on just and proper conditions, including avoiding conflicts of interest. (Chantiles v. Lake Forest II
Homeowners Association, 37 Cal.App.4th 914 (1995); Corporations Code § 8336.)
I request the following:
_____ Review/inspect corporate books, records and documents
_____ Copy corporate books, records and documents
Records/documents from date(s): (from) _____________, 20_____ (to) _____________, 20_____
The records/documents that I request are:
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
My purpose in asking to inspect/copy the foregoing records/documents is:
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Member/Director Name: ____________________________________
Address: ________________________________________
Mailing Address (If address is different): __________________________________
Telephone Number: ________________________________________
I understand that the Corporation may request clarification of my request. Such clarification may require
dialogue between the Managing Agent and me, which may impact the date on which my request becomes
active. I understand that it is up to me to arrange for a copy service if I want copies, or I may request that the
Managing Agent make copies.
I acknowledge and agree the corporate books, records and documents, and any information from them, may
not be sold, used for a commercial purpose, or used for any other purpose not reasonably related to my
interests as a Director of the Corporation. I agree to keep the corporate books, records and documents, and
any information from them confidential and agree to return the corporate books, records and documents to
the Managing Agent at the end of my term as a director.
I understand that legal action may be brought against me for injunctive relief and for actual damages to the
Corporation caused by a violation of the foregoing.

Signature: _______________________________________________
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